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Abstract

To install a new infrastructure of a power transmission line is not only costly but also time-consuming, and it also have some harmful impact on our environment and therefore existing transmission infrastructure is important to use effectively. FACTS is a popular solution to utilize this existing power transmission system by using series compensation by means of the series capacitor to enhance the power transmission capacity as well as voltage stability. This paper explores the utilization of series capacitor applying to the power grid of Eastern part of Bangladesh. For doing this we have considered the analytical calculation of 10% to 85% compensation of that power line. As a result, we have observed that the power transfer capacity has been enhanced about 37 times and it also improve the voltage stability, when the compensation ration is 85%. We consider our calculation mathematically and represent the load curve and voltage profile by plotting in Matlab.
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1. Introduction

The demand for electricity is increasing due to the fast growth of industries, household, and many others. Therefore need to generate more power and transmit that bulk power from a region to another region to full fill the demand of electricity. As a result, when the existing transmission line has limitation to transmit more extra power, need to install new transmission infrastructure from a region to another region. Then, It is necessary to improve the maximum limit of power transfer of an existing power transmission system to overcome the challenges related to constructing new transmission infrastructure.[18] The Power transmission capability can be improved directly by using series compensation [17]. Due to the thermal limit, A transmission line is possible to load up, however, practically if there do not compensate reactive elements, the voltage of that transmission line can drop out below the limit by quality criteria [16].

The main purpose of Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) technology is to keep a system under control and to transmit more power from one place to another place. System stability also increases by FACTS. Series FACTS devices especially series capacitor (SC) has been used successfully in many years to improve load ability of high voltage (HV) transmission networks. The principle is to reduce the positive reactance of the transmission line by inserting negative reactance to enhance the transfer capability.
In a steady-state situation, the main interest is to use the series compensation for controlling the impedance of transmission lines. Series compensation is introduced to the power system to enhance the level of power transfer capability in transmission lines. Using series compensation, the objective of the work is to explore the performance of the power system by introducing a series capacitor into the system. The result of the performance will figure out and compared to determine the effectiveness of series compensation's application in power system.

There are many compensation techniques in the literature. The compensation technique using a series capacitor is broadly used throughout the world[12]. Figure 1 shows a series compensated transmission system in Texas, USA. They applied for 70% compensation by using fixed series capacitors[12].

![Figure 1. Series Capacitor compensation (70%) in the USA.](image1)

Paper [1] discussed the application of series-shunt compensation. TCSC and SVC, which are two members of FACTS devices, used to improve power transmission capability of EWIs (East-West Interconnectors) (from Ghorasal to Ishurdi) of Bangladesh Power Transmission System. 71.8% of capacity has been enhanced after compensating the transmission line. In paper [2], it has been focused on using series compensation on a specific area in Canada, Hydro-Quebec, long distribution line. The study was done on 60 km distribution system supplying industrial and household customers. Three levels of compensation had been tested, 0% (non-compensated), 36% and 60%. This paper shows that the series compensation improves the power transmission capability as well as the transient and steady-state stability of the voltage profile. In paper [3], a technique of power transfer capability improvement of power transmission line using SVC has been examined. In that paper, increase in real power flow and progress in a bus voltage profile are noticed after using the SVC. It is noticed that the bus voltage profiles of the network are also improved. In paper [4], the uses of series compensation in the transmission system and shunt reactors has been presented. The paper gives focus on design and also the implementation of series compensation to solve the problem of working with reactive power and voltage collapse in transmission lines by simulation methods. In paper [5], the author discussed series compensation in which a synchronous source is used to implement series compensation. To compensate for the transmission line, this paper show focuses on Static synchronous series compensator(SSSC). In paper [6], the author did a work on the south-Eastern part of Romanian power grid (Dobrogea - a peninsular area), to increase the transfer capacity to the rest of the grid. The situation considered the present topology and also future developments of the transmission network. Paper [7] works with AC power transmission system and shows the benefits of using FACTS devices on it. The overall process for this system studies and analysis with FACTS installation projects and the paper also discussed the necessity of FACTS devices. Here have an introduction to the elemental circuits of different types of FACTS devices with a focus on system performance characteristics. The reactance value of the transmission and distribution system changes with Series compensation; however, shunt compensation give variation to the corresponding load impedance.

In this paper, we calculate the series compensation (from 10% to 85%) by means of a series capacitor to enhance power capacity and voltage profile of the north-eastern part (from Sylhet to Ashuganj, 132KV overhead power transmission line) in Bangladesh.

2. Our working area in Bangladesh

The length in a kilometer of the transmission line from Ashuganj to Sylhet is 170km, double conductor transmission line as shown in Figure 2. According to the BPDB plans, the establishment of new power plant (of capacity almost 600 MW) in Sylhet region, therefore there will be huge power generation in Sylhet area. To carry the power from Sylhet to other parts of Bangladesh, BPDB has also planned two new transmission lines as shown in figure 2. But establishing a new power transmission line may not be the best solution, because, establishing a new transmission line is so expensive and also takes a longer time to build it up. In this situation compensation of transmission line is the best way to transmit more power with the existing transmission line. In this situation, compensation from Sylhet to Ashuganj 132 KV line will be the best solution up to a certain limit of carrying power. Because compensating an existing transmission line by 70% its real power carrying capacity can be enhanced more than twice of its uncompensated line. So it...
is our proposal to compensate for the transmission line (Sylhet to Ashuganj, 132KV overhead line) using series compensation technique which will be economical to carry more power without establishing a new transmission line.

In this paper, Different compensation ratio will be calculated to see the enhancement of maximum transmitted power and voltage stability.

![Grid map from Sylhet to Ashuganj.](image)

**Figure 2.** Grid map from Sylhet to Ashuganj.
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### 3. Compensation of Power Transmission Line

The demand for electricity is increasing day by day in every country. So we try to establish a new power plant to meet the electricity demand. But it has a problem that not only power plant but also required to establish a new power transmission line if the existing transmission line has low capacity to transmit power. But there are a lot of negative effects of establishing a new power transmission line. To establish a new power line is very costly and time-consuming. It has also a great effect on the environment. It wastes a large area of land and it is also harmful to people and their resident area.

Compensation in transmission lines is basically reducing the inductive or capacitive effects of a transmission line. As we already know, an inductor has positive impedance whereas a capacitor has a negative impedance. Thus if a transmission line is predominantly inductive, capacitors are used in series or parallel so as to negate the inductive impedance. Conversely, if the line is predominantly capacitive, then inductors are used in series to cancel the capacitive effects. This summarizes transmission line compensation.

When we inject the negative reactance in a power transmission line, it will improve the voltage regulation profile by preventing power line from extreme voltage drop, whereas the positive reactance injection in a power transmission line improves transmission efficiency. Both synchronous compensation and static compensation are available to perform this work. Synchronous compensation and Static compensation associated with synchronous phase modifier and capacitors respectively. Therefore, by compensating the existing transmission line we can effectively transfer more power and it also increases the voltage stability and also angle stability.

#### 3.1. Types of Compensation

There are a lot of methods which are efficiently using throughout the world. They can be classified into three categories such as

- shunt compensation
- series and shunt combinational compensation
- series compensation

Generally, they are classified into two main groups: series and shunt compensation.

#### 3.2. FACTS Devices as a compensation Technique

FACTS stands for flexible AC transmission systems. Properly utilized, this offers benefits to users of a variety of kinds. Without the need of build up a new grid by means of improving the existing lines and substations, FACTS accomplish with enhancing system stability and availability, power transmission capability, power quality, load sharing between parallel circuits, improving voltage stability in the grid, Reduce environmental impact, transmission losses etc[15]. This is why the FACTS is coming in.

#### 3.3. Technology related to the FACTS

- Series Capacitors (SC)
Series Compensation (Series Capacitors (SC))

For a long power transmission line, the ratio of reactance to resistance is very high. There is possible to introduce different types of series compensation. Series capacitor as a series compensation is one of the solutions of that problem. If a series capacitor introduces to the transmission line, the ratio of reactance to resistance could be reduced. As a result, there will flow more real power in the transmission line and give a low voltage drop.

The series capacitor is not quite simple in the transmission line. It requires proper protection, control, and supervision to facilities its performance as a part of the rest of the power system. It also needs to be insulated from ground. To protect a capacitor mainly used a varistor. This varistor is mainly ZnO (Zinc-oxide) type [13]. It limits the voltage which is across the capacitor to keep in a safe value in the junction in a fault condition because it raises the current in a short circuit condition through the transmission line. During the fault condition, the varistor cannot absorb excess fault current. Therefore, there is a spark gap in most of the cases which enable the by-pass of the capacitor in that situation. High power plasma switch, spark gap and power electronic device, etc. are all different types of solution of the bypass. At last, a circuit breaker also needs to be introduced if the bypass enables for a long time. The circuit breaker also helpful when the spark gap is not present or to extinguish the spark.

4. The principal of Compensation in Power Transmission System

In a power system has some variable by which we can control the system. The power-angle curve is very popular about controlling power in a stable situation. The curve is static although by implementing the FACTS devices we can get a dynamic solution of the power-angle curve. Primarily, there is three main variable by which it is possible to control the power system. These are Voltage, Angle and Impedance[7].

\[
P_s = \frac{V_s V_R \sin \delta}{X_L} \tag{1}
\]

\[
Q_s = \frac{V_s (V_R - V_R \cos \delta)}{X_L} \tag{2}
\]

Where,

- \(V_s\) = Sending end voltage (V)
- \(V_R\) = Receiving end voltage (V)
- \(\delta\) = phase angle between \(V_s\) and \(V_R\).
- \(X_L\) = Series inductive reactance (Ω)

The reactive and active power at bus 2 can be written as

\[
P_R = \frac{V_s V_R \sin \delta}{X_L} \tag{3}
\]

\[
Q_R = \frac{V_R (V_R - V_R \cos \delta)}{X_L} \tag{4}
\]

From equations (1) to equations (4) we can easily observe that the real and reactive power is possible to regulate by controlling phase angle, voltage and line impedance of a power transmission system. It is well known that the active power flow will reach the maximum when the phase angle \(\delta\) is 90°. In reality, a small angle is maintained for the stability purpose from the dynamic oscillation and transient situation.

For capacitive compensation, if the reactance is \(X_c\) then the reactance of the line become \((X_L - X_c)\) from \(X_L\). In this case from eq (3), the power can be expressed as
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\[ P_c = \frac{V_S V_R \sin \delta}{X_L - X_C}. \]  

(5)

Now, from equations (3) and equations (5), the ratio of power transmission between compensated and uncompensated lines can be expressed as

\[ \frac{P_c}{P_R} = \frac{X_L}{X_L - X_C} = \frac{1}{1 - k} \]

(6)

where \( k = \frac{X_C}{X_L} \).

The factor K is the degree of compensation [11] (also known as compensation factor). The series capacitive reactance equal to \( X_C \) and the inductive reactance of the line equal to \( X_L \).

4.1. Effect on voltage profile:

If we can reduce the inductive reactance, then it is also possible to get a power system with a low voltage drop (Rajesh Rajaraman et al., 1998). When a load is connected with lagging power factor, the voltage in that line is

\[ V_d = I(R \cos \Phi + (X_L - X_C)\sin \Phi)V. \]

When a capacitor by means of negative reactance \( X_C \) is induced in a power system, then it minimizes the positive reactance of the power system to \( X_L - X_C \) and it also reduces the voltage drop[10][19]. Furthermore, the reactive power gets reduced in the power system.[8] Figure 4 gives the equivalent circuit and its phasor diagram.

4.2. Capacity enhancement and stability study after compensation

When assuming a lossless line, the power-angle relationship[9] can be written as:

\[ P_R = \frac{V_S V_R \sin \delta}{Z_C \sin \theta}. \]  

(7)

where \( \theta = \beta l \) is the electrical length (without compensation) of the line (Here, \( \beta \) is phase constant) and is the angle by which \( V_S \) leads \( V_R \), \( \delta \) is the load angle and \( Z_C \) = Characteristic impedance (without compensation).

A lossless transmission line is loaded to its SIL (surge impedance loading) and if \( V_S = V_R = \) rated voltage, then the natural load is

\[ P_O = \frac{V_S V_R}{Z_C}. \]  

(8)

Now, Equation (7) can be rewritten as Equation (9):
The equation is applicable for asynchronous and also for the synchronous load at the receiving end. Figure 5(a) shows the $\delta - P_R/P_O$ relationship [9] for a transmission line. In comparison, the $V_m - P_R/P_O$ curve [9] of the line is shown in Figure 5(b).

When reactance has changed [9] of a transmission line then we can write

$$P_R = \frac{P_O}{\sin \theta} \sin \delta. \quad (9)$$

Here,

- $Z'_c$ = Characteristic impedance (with compensation)
- $\theta'$ = line angle (with compensation)
- $V_m$ = Midpoint Voltage
- $P_R/P_O$ = Power Transfer Ratio

Due to the change of $Z_c$ and $\theta$, the maximum power transfer capability will also change.

5. Analytical And Graphical Presentation

We analyze with 132 KV high voltage transmission line from Sylhet to Ashuganj. The grid network from Sylhet to Ashuganj is shown in figure 6.

The length of the line which is supposed to be compensated is 170km. So, length, $l=170.1$ km.

In this paper, we have considered the transmission line (from Sylhet to Ashuganj) is supplying power to distribution network which is composed of mostly inductive load.

5.1. Line Angle Calculation

In Bangladesh power line frequency is 50Hz and transmission line length from Sylhet to Ashuganj is 170km.

We know, the velocity of propagation:

$$v = f \lambda.$$
So, Wavelength, $\lambda = \frac{v}{f}$

$= 3 \times 10^8 / 50 \text{ m}$ [let velocity of propagation $v=3 \times 10^8$ m/s]

$= 6 \times 10^6 \text{ m} = 6 \times 10^3 \text{ km}$.

Again, phase constant, $\beta = \frac{2 \pi}{\lambda} = 0.001047 \text{ rad/km}$

We also know, Line Angle, $\theta = \frac{\beta l}{\pi}$ = 10.233° (for only 50Hz).

So the line angle($\theta$) of this line is 10.233°.

5.2. Zc (Surge Impedance / Characteristic Impedance) Calculation

According to the PGCB(Power Grid Company Bangladesh), the positive sequence reactance from Sylhet to Ashugonj (170 km) is 0.37518 pu , and the Susceptance of this line is 0.0885 pu. The $Z_{base}=174.24 \Omega$ and $Y_{base}=5.7392 \times 10^{-3}$ Siemens.

So, the value of reactance is 64.62 Ω. Now we can calculate the inductance ($L$) of this line which is 2.056*10^-4 H/m and the Susceptance value of the line, $B=5.079192*10^{-4}$. So, the capacitance ($C$) of this line is 1.6166*10^-9 F/m

Therefore, characteristic impedance $Z_c = \sqrt{L/C} = 356.62 \Omega$

5.3. Representation Tool

For getting the Graphical view, we have used MATLAB. We write code according to the equation of power transmission and midpoint voltage. We write code for compensating from 10% to 85% of the power transmission line from Sylhet to Ashugonj.

6. Simulation Result

Using the values of line angle ($\theta$) and characteristic impedance ($Z_c$), we will calculate the maximum power transfer capability and voltage profile of that power line. The output from the calculation will be explained in the following sections.

6.1. Without Compensation

At first, we calculate an uncompensated line. The results obtained from the calculation are in the following:

$Z_c = 356.62 \Omega$

$\theta = 10.233^\circ$

From equation (9) we can write:

\[
\frac{P_R}{P_o} = \frac{1}{\sin \theta} \sin \delta
\]

Also considering one half of the symmetrical line, $P$ may be expressed in terms of $V_m$ as:

\[
P_k = \frac{V_m}{Z_c \sin(\delta/2)} \sin(\delta/2).
\]

From this equation (14) we can express $V_m$ as:

\[
V_m = \frac{P k}{P_o \sin(\delta/2)}
\]

Using equation (13) and equation (15) we can get figure 7 and figure 8 respectively. The graphical representation (‘load curve’ and ‘P-V curve’) for without compensation is in below

![Figure 7. P/R vs V without compensation.](image-url)
6.2. For 10% Compensation

Using equation (1.10), we get:

\[ k_{se} = \frac{X_{Cse}}{X_L} = 0.1 \]

Now changed impedance and angle will be [9]

\[ Z_c' = Z_c \sqrt{1 - k_{se}^2} \approx 356.62 \times \sqrt{1-0.1} = 338.32 \ \Omega \]
\[ \theta' = \theta \sqrt{1 - k_{se}^2} \approx 10.233 \times \sqrt{1-0.1} = 9.7078^\circ \]

Now from equation (11), we get:

\[ \frac{P}{P_o} = \frac{Z_c \sin \delta}{Z_c' \sin \theta'} \approx 6.25 \sin \delta \]

And from equation (12) we get:

\[ V_m = \frac{P}{P_o} \frac{Z_c' \sin (\theta'/2)}{Z_c \sin (\delta/2)} = 0.5017 \times \frac{\sin \delta}{\sin (\delta/2)} \]

Similarly, A table of without compensation and also 10% to 85% compensation is in below

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compensation Ratio (K)</th>
<th>Changed impedance (Z_c')</th>
<th>Changed line Angle (θ')</th>
<th>Changed Maximum Power (P_R/P_o) max (pu)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No compensation</td>
<td>356.62 Ω</td>
<td>10.233.66°</td>
<td>5.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 (10% compensation)</td>
<td>338.32 Ω</td>
<td>9.7078°</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 (20% compensation)</td>
<td>318.97 Ω</td>
<td>9.1526°</td>
<td>7.0287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 (30% compensation)</td>
<td>298.36 Ω</td>
<td>8.5615°</td>
<td>8.0286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 (40% compensation)</td>
<td>276.23 Ω</td>
<td>7.9264°</td>
<td>9.3617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 (50% compensation)</td>
<td>252.16 Ω</td>
<td>7.2358°</td>
<td>11.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 (60% compensation)</td>
<td>225.54 Ω</td>
<td>6.4719°</td>
<td>14.0276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 (70% compensation)</td>
<td>195.32 Ω</td>
<td>5.6048 °</td>
<td>18.6941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8 (80% compensation)</td>
<td>159.48 Ω</td>
<td>4.5763°</td>
<td>28.0255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85 (85% compensation)</td>
<td>138.118 Ω</td>
<td>3.962</td>
<td>37.3688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using equation (11) and equation (12) the graphical representation (‘load curve’ and ‘P-V curve’) from 10% to 85% compensation is in figure 9 and figure 10.
Figure 9. $P_R/P_o - \delta$ characteristics for 10% to 85% compensation.

Figure 9 shows that it is possible to increase the maximum power transfer capability by applying for compensation. The maximum power transfer ratio for compensation from 10% to 85% shown in table 1.

Figure 10. $V_m - P_R/P_o$ characteristics for 10% to 85% compensation.

The above figure shows that if we increase the compensation ratio from Sylhet to Ashugonj, then not only increase maximum power capacity but also improve the voltage profile with stability by reducing collapse voltage.

7. Conclusion

From the above analytical and graphical presentation, we can say that reducing reactance in series of transmission line, the maximum power transfer capability increases and also improves voltage profile and dynamic stability. Generally, 30% - 85% compensation does for power transmission. In contrast, overcompensation increases ferroresonance phenomenon. Due to avoiding Subsynchronous resonance, ferroresonance and high recovery voltage, the compensation ration require less than 100%, which means the $X_c$ require less than $X_L$. Ferroresonance is harmful for power transmission line because it generates over voltage and heavy currents that damages the components of power system. Subsynchronous resonance cause possible failure or damage of the generator involved such as shaft fatigue. In addition, when the compensation ratio is high specially when it is more than 80%, it increases the secondary arc current, which increases the complexity of the secondary arc extinguishment [20]. Here, Power can’t be transferred more than the sub-station installed capacity. In this paper, we consider only transmission line which is supplying power to the distribution network and the distribution networks mainly contain the inductive load.
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